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• In the context of semiconductor manufacturing industry for

automotive, the yield is monitored at wafer level, as a KPI in term of

cost, of course, but also in term of quality as quality vs yield link is

proved.

• Here, a yield loss is observed at electrical die-test step at room

temperature, and in particular for a certain bin which is fitting with a

group of tests of a specific component function. If a unit probing (UP)

test, which the yield loss is observed for, highlights the failing dies,

class probing (CP) tests the reticles that are structures built between

the dies and that monitor the manufacturing steps, before the dies

were functional and may be tested. So, the root cause searching will

target to correlate the yield loss observed at UP step with the CP

tests, in order to understand what the failing manufacturing step is.

• Correlation analysis, multivariate analysis and modeling are

implemented on UP and CP data for the failing lots, using JMP PRO,

and their results were fitting with some good clues for the device

engineers to design the corrective actions.

Abstract Overall goals and benefits Acronyms and definitions

Overall goals:

• Building reusable, automated, Machine Learning (ML)

analysis tool for Failure Analysis (FA) /Device engineering

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) of Class Probe to Unit Probe

correlations

• Module 1: Yield loss observed per UP bin vs CP Test

• Module 2: Yield loss observed per UP test vs CP Test

• Yield loss observed per FT bin vs CP Test – Hold Pending

FT in Hadoop

• Yield loss observed per FT test vs CP Test – Hold Pending

FT in Hadoop

• Run repeated real-world use cases with FA and Device Eng.

(a dozen), to find CP/UP correlations, and progress the tool

development

Benefits:

•Provide repeatable tool/process for FA and Device Engineers

to easily use ML to reach RCA for CP/UP correlation

•Save FA and Device Engineers significant time during RCA

Project plan Case study

• Class Probe (CP): test data during manufacturing at reticle level

• Unit Probe (UP): test data at die level, on the dies still on the wafer, not yet

packaged

• Final test (FT): test data at the manufacturing and assembly steps, on the

packaged dies (final step before shipping to customers)

• Reticles: specific structures built between the dies: reticle test monitors

manufacturing process

• A bin is fitting with a group of tests that test a specific function for the

semiconductor component

• Failure Analysis (FA)

• Root Cause Analysis (RCA)

• CP, UP and FT data storage architecture is cloud-based (Hadoop, AWS)

• Hadoop, Amazon Web Services (AWS): software framework for distributed

storage and processing of big data

Case study #1

Case study #2

Case study #10

Selection of the 

good RCA 

approach and 

appropriate ML 

methods

Building of a 

robust and 

reusable tool

Tool promotion 

and training for 

the FA/Device 

engineers

• Different case studies of yield losses, faced by Device Engineers, allowed to design the correct ML approach to

be implemented in such types of RCA.

• In this first step, JMP appears as an interesting tool to quickly run some analysis and to obtain consistent results.

• For a specific automotive semiconductor, yield loss is observed abnormally high during a time period

• UP and CP data for 197 lots of dies are collected during this period, typically stored in Hadoop and here,

extracted from Hadoop for a RCA analysis with JMP PRO

• These 197 lots are fitting with:

• 4714 wafers (typical: 25 wafers per lot)

• 481 CP tests

• about 2000 UP tests (fitting with 112 bins)

• For each of the wafers, and for each of the 481 CP tests, mean of the CP test values is computed

• Yield is computed for each of the 112 bins, but Device Engineers are particularly interested by yield loss

on the bin 019

• Input data file:

• 4714 rows (1 row per wafer)

• 481 colums of means for each CP tests + 112 columns of yield per bin

JMP PRO
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Input data

• ‘CP_UP_bin_RoomTest_241123.jmp’:

• 4714 rows: 1 row per wafer, identified by (lot number, wafer number)

• 481 tests in 481 columns: one cell is the mean of the test values for the dies in this

wafer

• 112 bins in 112 columns: one cell is the yield observed for this wafer and for this bin

‘CP_UP_bin_RoomTest_241123.jmp’

Missing data in ‘CP_UP_bin_RoomTest_241123.jmp’: 4126 data in 97 columns

Number of lots

Yield mean observed per bin for all the wafers: bin_019 is the bin of interest
• Note: Bin_ 000 = passing dies → yield mean = 77%
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Correlation analysis

Correlations

• The table is a matrix of correlation coefficients

(estimated by row-wise method) that summarizes

the strength of the linear relationships between

each pair of response (Y) variables

Pairwise Correlations

• The Pairwise Correlations table, which lists the Pearson product-moment

correlations for each pair of Y variables. The correlations are calculated by the

pairwise deletion method. The count values differ if any pair has a missing

value for either variable. The Pairwise Correlations report also shows

significance probabilities and compares the correlations in a bar chart. All

results are based on the pairwise method.

Cluster the Correlations

• Produces a cell plot that clusters together similar variables. The

correlations are the same as for Color Map on Correlations, but the

positioning of the variables might be different.

Comments:

• This correlation analysis and the management of the similarities are

important to increase modeling efficiency.

• In this case study, this analysis allows to manage the different versions of

the test programs. Indeed, a test is identified by a test number and a test

name. From a test program version to the next one, it happens that the

test names are modified, while corresponding with the same tests. So, the

data analyst will work on new test names that are resulting from

concatenating test numbers with test names. This correlation analysis

allows to identify the same tests, whatever the changes that may have

been performed on the test numbers and/or the test names.

• The next step is to perform clustering and to select only one test per

cluster, one cluster merging the similar tests.

Correlations

Color Map and table of the 

pairwise correlations

Correlation clusters
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Hierarchical Clustering with Ward method

• In Ward’s minimum variance method, the distance between two clusters is the ANOVA

sum of squares between the two clusters summed over all the variables. At each

generation, the within-cluster sum of squares is minimized over all partitions obtainable

by merging two clusters from the previous generation. The sums of squares are easier

to interpret when they are divided by the total sum of squares to give the proportions of

variance (squared semipartial correlations).

• Ward’s method joins clusters to maximize the likelihood at each level of the hierarchy

under the assumptions of multivariate normal mixtures, spherical covariance matrices,

and equal sampling probabilities.

Ward’s method tends to join clusters with a small number of observations and is strongly

biased toward producing clusters with approximately the same number of observations. It is

also very sensitive to outliers.

The dendrogram suggests 14 clusters

Constellation plot

A new clustering is performed to remove the last correlations: 11 

clusters will be the final number of clusters selected

Hierarchical clustering

Input data file: ‘Transpose241123.jmp’
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Case study purpose Multivariate analysis and modeling     

• In this type of analysis on a yield loss issue, and in this specific case study, the goal is to

be able to identify the CP tests that could have failed during this time period, and these

CP tests will highlight the failing manufacturing steps.

• Statistically, this means the list of the most contributor CP test is targeted.

• In the extent that te list of failing lots is exhaustive, interest for significancy of the

obtained models is relative. The models will not be deployed elsewhere.

• Four types of analysis are performed:

• Boosted Tree

• Partition

• Boostrap Forest

• Fit Least Squares

• Bin_019 is the response Y, the 11 tests selected each one from the 11 clusters are the X

variables

• By comparing the 4 models, it appears that Boosted Tree is the best one.

• The result that the Device Engineers will use to understand the failing manufacturing

step and to fix the yield loss, is the Column Contributions table

Model comparison

p-value of the most contributor tests provided by the Fit Least

Square modeling: interest for this significancy result is relative

Actual by Predicted Plot in the Boosted

Tree platform

This Column Contributions table in the Boosted Tree platform is

the main result: the Device Engineers will work on the

manufacturing steps corresponding with the top 3 or 4 tests in

this list
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From this analysis, the Device Engineers obtained some clues in their investigation for this yield loss issue: they were able to

access a list of the CP tests seen as the most contributing to the yield loss observed on the bin of interest.

This result allowed them to save time in their research for the root cause of this yield issue.

Concern:

•For module 2 (Yield loss observed per UP test vs CP Test), need of the coordinate map between reticle and die for all mask sets

from device engineers to be able to integrate CP and UP at reticle level

Next steps:

• Generate automated analysis flows for each analysis type

• Generate Design Templates for each analysis type

• Develop Interfaces

• Investigate possibilities to feed Final test data into Hadoop

Conclusion / Next steps Reference
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